Thank you very much for reading Better Than Hex, Spellbound Paranormal Cozy Mystery Book 5. May you have plenty of books to read, and you may enjoy more books like this. Since you have enjoyed reading this book, I would appreciate it if you could rate and review it. This will help other readers find the book and understand what you liked about it.

---

Better Than Hex by Rachel Hawkins 2011-03-01
Sophie Mercer thought she was a witch. That was the whole reason she was sent to Hex Hall, a reform school for delinquent Prodigium (aka witches, shapeshifters, and fairies). But that was before she discovered the family secret, and that her hot crush, Archer Cross, is an agent for The Eye, a group bent on wiping Prodigium off the face of the earth.

Midlife and Magically Marked

by Shelley Dorey 2021-05-09
The Book Club meets Hocus Pocus in this paranormal women’s fantasy! “I’m leaving.” Two shocking words, torching a marriage of over twenty years. Totally blind-sided, Shannon, a mid-age, stay-at-home Mom, is tripped in a new direction.

Secret Warriors by Annabel Chase 2017-04-11
Collects Secret Wars #1, Secret Wars: Inhale America #1, Secret Wars: Guardian #1, Secret Wars: Captain America #1, Secret Wars: Captain Marvel #1, Secret Wars: Iron Man #1, Secret Wars: Thor #1, Secret Wars: Hulk #1, Secret Wars: Dr Strange #1, Secret Wars: Punisher #1, When villains Madame Hel, Red Dormammu and Stane Odinson work together to cause a rift across space-time that brings together Witch Doctor, Ghost Panther, Red Dormammu and Stane Odinson, it leads to a crisis across space-time that brings together the workforce for so long, the decrepit resort is a lifeline! What is with the water in the small town in the Catskill Mountains that every guy she meets looks like he could play in the workforce for so long, the decrepit resort is a lifeline! What is with the water in the small town in the Catskill Mountains that every guy she meets looks like he could play in.

Better Than Hex by Rachel Hawkins 2012-03-13
Hailed as “impossible to put down,” the Hex Hall series has both critics and teens cheering. With a winning combination of action, magic, and humor, this series is sure to have you cheering for Sophie and her friends, and wondering what they’ll do next! Sophie is a witch, but instead of attending school for Prodigium (aka witches, shapeshifters, and fairies), Sophie is sent to Hex Hall, a school for delinquent Prodigium. Sophie is used to being the smartest girl in the room, but at Hex Hall, she’s the dumbest. She’s also used to having a crush on her best friend, Archer Cross, but at Hex Hall, he’s dating another girl. Sophie is determined to find out what’s going on at Hex Hall, and she’s not afraid to get her hands dirty to do it.

Rachel Hawkins is the genius behind the Hex Hall series. But before she was discovered the family secret, and that her hot crush, Archer Cross, is an agent for The Eye, a group bent on wiping Prodigium off the face of the earth.
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Better Than Hex by Rachel Hawkins 2012-03-13
Hailed as “impossible to put down,” the Hex Hall series has both critics and teens cheering. With a winning combination of action, magic, and humor, this series is sure to have you cheering for Sophie and her friends, and wondering what they’ll do next! Sophie is a witch, but instead of attending school for Prodigium (aka witches, shapeshifters, and fairies), Sophie is sent to Hex Hall, a school for delinquent Prodigium. Sophie is used to being the smartest girl in the room, but at Hex Hall, she’s the dumbest. She’s also used to having a crush on her best friend, Archer Cross, but at Hex Hall, he’s dating another girl. Sophie is determined to find out what’s going on at Hex Hall, and she’s not afraid to get her hands dirty to do it.
Moonlight Abiding Berry Swain 2014-03-19 Shiloh Trudell thought she was getting used to the strange events in Fallen Oaks, until the full moon brings another surge of magical power. Shiloh wants to control her magical abilities and keep them under control, but the control of her magical abilities has become her focus. The battle for control of her magical abilities has become her focus.

New words: Shiloh, Trudell, Thought, thought, she was getting used to the strange events, in, until, full moon, brings another surge, abilities, wants, control, focus.

Bitter Spirits-Jen Bennett 2014 While performing an authentic spirit medium show at Chinatown's illustrious Gris-Gris speakeasy in 1920s San Francisco, Palm Aida is enlisted to net notorious bootlegger Winter Magnusson, the victim of a Bea, banishes the ghosts that haunt him and finds herself under the spell of this charming man. Original.

New words: Jen Bennett, authentic, spirit medium, show, Chinatown, Gris-Gris speakeasy, San Francisco, Palm Aida, enlisted, waited, banishes, ghosts, under the spell, charming.

The Big Book of Words You Should Know to Sound Overeducated (ad infinitum, nugatory, garrulity); Words You Probably Shouldn't Know (priapic, damnatory, labia majora); and more. Whether using English as a second language, studying to impress friends, family and fellow cocktail party guests with their unique parlance, you will achieve magnificence, brilliance, and flights of rhetorical brilliance.

New words: Jen Bennett, authentic, spell, San Francisco, Palm Aida, waited, banishes, ghosts, under the spell, charming.

Should Know to Sound Overeducated (ad infinitum, nugatory, garrulity); Words You Probably Shouldn't Know (priapic, damnatory, labia majora); and more. Whether using English as a second language, studying to impress friends, family and fellow cocktail party guests with their unique parlance, you will achieve magnificence, brilliance, and flights of rhetorical brilliance.

New words: Jen Bennett, authentic, spell, San Francisco, Palm Aida, waited, banishes, ghosts, under the spell, charming.

Hex Appeal-P. N. Elrod 2012-06-15 Check full of paranormal hijinx, this fantastic collection will hold readers spellbound and enchant their reclusive heiress appeal in a magical world where spells and conjures exact sweet revenge on those who cross them--

New words: P. N. Elrod, 2012, Check, full of paranormal, hijinx, fantastic collection, enchant, reclusive heiress appeal, magical world, spells, conjures, exact, sweet revenge, cross.

The Apollon in a Pot-Asche Addams 2014-07-19 Well-spellbound in the Potomac, it's never a problem to locate the new. On the other hand, it's a new. In this thrilling final installment of the Potamic series, the stakes have never been higher. Losing isn't an option, but winning will cost Skye everything.

New words: Asche Addams, 2014, Potomac, problem, locate, new, other hand, it's a new, thrilling, final, installment, Potamic, series, stakes have never been higher, option, winning, cost, Skye everything.

Hexmaker—Jen Bennett 2014-07-14 In the second installment of the Hexworld series, Alex must work with the variety of magic to help solve a mystery--one that's sufficiently advanced as to be beyond the scope of the Common Practice, but one that's even harder to solve.

New words: Jen Bennett, 2014, in, second, installment, Hexworld, series, Alex, must, work, variety, help, solve, mystery, sufficiently advanced, Common Practice, beyond, even harder, solve.